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Generation of SRS Stokes components under biharmonic pumping is investigated theoretically and 
experimentally. It is shown that for experimental observation of the weak-pump Stokes component WI the 
threshold W2 of the strong-pump SRS must be exceeded. In this case it is possible to observe the Stokes 
component W IS of radiation whose intensity is lower than the SRS threshold by several orders of 
magnitude. This is due to a four-wave parametric process of the type WI-WIS =W2-W2S' Efficient 
transformation of the weak pump is observed at lengths that exceed considerably (by 102 times) the linear 
synchronism length (/l k)-I = [(~- ~s) -(kl - kIS)]-I. It is shown that the reason why the process is not 
critical with respect to wave detuning is the phase locking of the interacting waves. The spatial scale of the 
weak transformation is determined by the length of combination transformation of strong pumping. The 
effect of the relation between the frequencies and intensity of the biharmonic pumping components and the 
width of the weak-pump spectrum on the efficiency and dynamics of the process is investigated. The 
broadband emission of a low-power dye laser that can be tuned in a band of - 25 nm was transformed in 
the experiment into long-wave radiation. It is shown that the weak-pump Stokes component may be 
obtained by two-photon absorption of the strong-pump radiation. Owing to the high efficiency and weak 
dependence on the wave detuning, the processes under consideration can be used to generate tunable 
infared radiation. 

PACS numbers: 42.65.Dr. 78.30.-j 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We have already reported[ll an investigation of the in
fluence of parametric processes on the generation of 
Stokes components of stimulated Raman scattering 
(SRS) under biharmonic pumping. This process was 
investigated earlier for purposes of nonlinear spec
troscopy[2,3] when Raman interaction of the fields is in
significant and the linear-synchronism conditions are 
satisfied (by choice of the appropriate geometry of the 
interacting beams). In our experiments, generation 
was observed in collinear beams at an appreciable val
ue of the wave detuning" It was shown that four-wave 
parametriC interaction (FPI) can nevertheless make 
the main contribution to the generation of the Stokes 
component by a weaker pump component. This is due 
to the lOCking of the phase of the generated Stokes wave. 
The characteristic length of the parametriC interaction 
of the wave is determined not by the wave detuning, but 
by the scale of conversion of the strong component 
(i. e., exceeding the SRS threshold) of the pump into its 
Stokes component. As a result, the weak-pump power 
needed to produce its Stokes component can be lowered 
by several orders of magnitude. [1] 

The foregoing properties of the discussed process 
make it promising for an effective conversion of the 
frequency of low-power frequency-tunable lasers in the 
infrared band. The low sensitivity to the magnitude of 
the wave synchronism can permit a large frequency tun
ing range in systems with fixed beam geometry. We 
note also that FPI of the pump components with their 
Stokes components can influence the dynamics of the 
nonlinear interactions when the medium is irradiated by 
several waves (or when several waves are produced in 
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it). In particular, it explains the "lowering of the thresh
old" of the SRS, observed in gases and in liquids. [4,5] 

The present paper is devoted to an exposition of the 
results of theoretical and experimental investigations of 
the dynamiCS of the generation of Stokes components in 
FPI, resulting from SRS of the additional pump or its 
two-photon absorption (TPA). 

PrinCipal attention is paid to the follOwing questions: 

a) The influence of the wave detuning on the genera
tion efficiency. 

b) The dependence of the dynamics of the process on 
the ratio of the frequencies of the strong and weak pump 
components. 

c) Study of the Singularities of the FPI in the case 
when the intensity of the weak pump is slightly lower 
than the SRS threshold. 

d) Investigation of the possibility of conversion, into 
the low-frequency region, of radiation that is tunable in 
frequency or that has a broad spectrum. 

II. GENERATION OF STOKES SRS COMPONENTS 
UNDER BIHARMONIC EXCITATION 

1. Given-pump approximation 

1.1. We shall investigate the interaction of waves in 
collinear beams, and consider therefore simultaneous 
interaction of fields E =ej[E(wj ) exp(iwjt) +c. c.], the 
frequencies of which are the condition 

(1 ) 

The equations for the complex field amplitudes are 
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dC.ldz=-aI1C.1 C •• I'-a"C,C,s'CtJe""". (2a) 
dC •• ldz=(1,,,C,·C,.C.e-"""+a,,C,,I C.I', (2b) 
dC,ldz=-~I1C.IC .. I'-~"C.C .. ·C .. e-'("", (2c) 

dC, Idz=~ .. C.·C..c,eil""+~"C .. IC,I', (2d) 

where 

where IK(w1)1 2 and X*(W1)K(W2) are the contractions of 
the tensors X:b(Wlhtca(Wl) and X:b(wl)Kca(w2) with respect 
to the index pairs a, b, and c, d; 

(4) 

is the scattering tensor; n is the difference of the pop
ulations of levelland 2; No is the particle-number den
sity, r is the reciprocal line width; 

(5) 

is the wave detuning; an expression for {3IJ is obtained 
from (3) by making the substitution kh w1:= k2' w2• The 
coefficients alJ and (31J can be expressed also in terms 
of the nonlinear susceptibilities, for example, 

au=(2mu.'lk,c') 1m x'" (00,=00,-00,.+00,.). 

1. 2. Assume that the system is acted upon by a bi
harmonic pump with components C1 and C2 • If I ClS 12 
« I C1 12 and I CllS 12« I C2 12, then the amplitudes of the 
biharmonic-pumping components can be regarded as 

. given. We assume henceforth that C1 1..,.0 = C10 < C2 1 zoo 
= C20 and all C1 are the weak pump components and Cz 
the strong ones. For the Stokes components of the 
pumping doublet we obtain from expressions (2b) and 
(2d) in the approximationll C1,z = const 

C { KII+UikI2-A, •. , K I1 +Uik/2-A, ,.} C -"'.1' = e j. -r e 2- 180e· 
U i,,-A, A,-I., 

(6a) 

{ K ('" '''')} C _ 21 e -e· C iGlu/2 
23- ~. • tSoe 

I.I-A'}, 

+{ K .. -i6kI2-A, e'" + K,,-i6k12-A, el,.} C,.,e,",n. 
A'-}'2 I.,-}" 

(6b) 

where 

(7) 

and 

(8) 

are the coefficients of the Raman and parametric gains 
at the frequencies WlS and wzs • 

We consider three limiting cases. 
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a) lik =O-linear synchronism. From (6) we obtain 
.\1 =K+ and .\z = 0, i. e., the increment .\1 is equal to the 
sum of the coefficients of the Raman gain of the Stokes 
component under the influence of each pump separately. 
At low intensities of the weak pump component, the 
amplification efficiency does not depend on the intensity 
of the weak wave and is determined by the intensity of 
the strong pump. [21 

b) (K+)2« (lik)z. From (6) and (7) we easily find that 
in this case 

K" { 6k} . C ",C e""'+-exp iarctg- (eIKu-·""-e""')C .. 
IS '80 6k K- •• 

K" { 6k } , C .. ""C, .. - exp i arctg - (eICH'_e O',,+"") -rC, ... e"n'. 
6k K-

(9a) 

(9b) 

With increasing wave detuning, the efficiency of the 
parametriC interaction decreases in proportion to 
(lik)"l, As lik - 00, the processes become "decoupled" 
and the amplification of the Stokes SRS component takes 
place independently, i. e., only as a result of the Raman 
interaction with the corresponding pump. 

c) (K+f» (lik)z. Expanding the radicands of (7) in a 
series and retaining the first terms, we obtain 

.(10) 

with Re'\l» Re,\z. From (10) and (6) we can obtain ex
pressions for the field amplitudes; the real amplitudes 
(and consequently also the field intensities) vary ap
proximately the same way as lik =0. The condition 
(K+)2» (likf is equivalent to the phase-locking 'condition 
aflWz» (ok)Z (see Sec. 30ftSl ). 

1. 3. In the given-pump approximation, a solution 
analogous to (6) can be obtained also for the process of 
generation of an anti-Stokes SRS component of frequency 
w1a' [Sl2l In this case the increment of the anti-Stokes 
wave of the weak pump is close to Kzz(wz, WZS ) -Kll (wh 

w1a ) if the condition [KZ2 (wZ, WZS ) -Kll (W1, w1a )]z» (lik)Z 
is satisfied. Thus, at K zz » Ku(l (2olz» I ClO 12) the ef
fectiveness of the growth of the Stokes and anti-Stokes 
components of the weak pump are approximately equal, 
and in the opposite case, inequality Kzz > Kll is weak, 
and the increment of the Stokes component exceeds the 
increment of the anti-Stokes wave, 

1.4. As follows from Sec. 1.2, at lik=O the Stokes 
components increase monotonically. At ok * 0 the plots 
of ClS(z) and C2S (z) on the initial section can have an 
oscillating character. In the case of large values of 
lik it is easily shown from (9) that for C1S0= Cuo at 
z :$Ki~ the dependence of CllS and ClS on z is described 
by an oscillating function; at z ;::Kii the beats become 
smoothed out, and the fields C1 s and Czs increase 
monotonically (see also[7]). From an analysis of the 
expression for the phase difference of the fields 

it follows that in the first region we have 9(z)- (ok)z, 
and in the second region we have 6=tan-1(lik/K-1) (for 
(K+)z« (lik)z) or 6=tan-1(lik/K+) (for (K+)2» (okf). The 
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transition of the O(z) plot from the region of rapid lin
ear variation into the region of slow motion corre
sponds to the phenomenon of the field locking. ta,9) We 
note that if I ClSo I « I Czso I, then the phase locking 
takes place practically at the input, at z =0. 

2. Scattering of weak pump in the presence of strong 
pump 

At x(wz) I CzC:s I » x(w l ) I C1 cis I we can neglect the 
parametric terms in (2a) and (2b) and the Raman terms 
in (2c) and (2d). This approximation describes the dy
namics of the interaction at K 2Z »Ku , so that K + = K
=Kzz also for the phase-locking region (see Sec. 1.4). 
The equations for the field amplitudes ClS and C1 are 
easily obtained from (2): 

(11) 

where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to ~, 

6=~, 
K" 

~=K22Z, 
C ' 'k j(~)=el(1+b'e")-t, b'= I ~I 00, "~. 
C" 00,,- k, 

(12) 

2.1. Case of zero wave detuning 6k =0. Solving the 
system of differential equations (11) we obtain 

(13) 
Q) k s'/z 

c. = -_' k"I. C.sosin.st+C .. cos.st, 
rolS I 

where 

.st=Rarctgb(e'-1), R=~( kuk, )'" 1'(00.). (14) 
00,,00, k .. k, x (00,) 

s C 

I 2 "'r--- --------c;;;;-=-~-
f I ____ b ________ J"1r/~1 

I- .=0 

0.5 

",/2 "------

o 1..--='---~------:2-
de ~ 

FIG. 1. Scattering of weak pump in the presence of strong 
pump: a) 0=0, curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 correspond to plots of 
the proton coefficient of the conversion of the weak pump on the 
dimensionless coordinate ~ (the intensity of the strong pump at 
a fixed length of the nonlinear medium) respectively for R < 1, 
R = 1, 1 <R <2, R =2, 2 <R < 3; b) dependence of the effectivenesf 
of the interaction in the relative wave detuning 0= ~/K22(R =2); 

c) dependence of the phase difference (j = (ok)z + «1'2 - <P2C) 
- (<pt - <Ptc) on the dimensionless coordinate ~ at different values 
of the relative wave detuning 0; curves 1, 2, 3 correspond to 
the values 01 «1, 02> 01' and os> 02' 
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If R = 1 (for example, at x(W1)= %(wz) this corresponds 
to the case WI = wz), then it follows from (13) that inthe 
region z 2 K 2~ the growth rates of the Stokes compo
nents CIS and C 12S coincide. The asymptotic (z - "") 
conversion of the weak pumping into the Stokes compo
nent was 100% in terms of the photons (see curve 2 of 
Fig. 1a). 

At R < l(Wl < wz), the effectiveness of the transfer of 
the weak component is less than that of the strong one 
(see curve 1 of Fig. 1a). The limit of the conversion 
coefficient in terms of photons is 

(15) 

At R > l(wl > wz) the weak pump is converted more rapid
ly into its Stokes component that the strong pump. At 

(16) 

the intensity of the Stokes component has a maximum 
j( ph.max = 100% (Fig. la, curves 3-5). 

2.2. Case of arbitrary wave de tuning 6k. From (11) 
we easily obtain two differential second-order equations 
for the complex amplitudes ClS and C1 : 

.. ( l-b'e" ) . b'e" 
G.s + i6 - l+b'e'\ C .. +R' (1+b'e4 )' c.s=O. 

(17) 
.. 1-b'e" . b'e" 
C.- (iii + 1+b'e'\ ) C.+R' (l+b'e") , C.=O. 

It is impossible to solve (17) in the general case. To 
assess the role of the wave detuning we consider the 
particular case R = 2, when Eqs. (17) are ordinary dif
ferential equations. The solution of (17) at ClSO "" 0 
takes the form 

oo.s ( k. )". C.. _ c"",,- - -.--,"T 2be'exp{-i(61;-arctg6)}, 
00. k.. (1 +6-)" 

{[ 1 +6'-b'e'l( 1-6') )'+46'b'e"} 'I. 
c ""C 

• 10 (1+b'e'l) (1+6') 

{ -26'e'\} 
X exp i arctg (1 +6') -b'e" (1-6') . 

(18) 

It follows therefore that in the presence of wave detun
ing the effectiveness of the parametric energy conver
sion into the Stokes component of the weak pump de
creases like [1 + 62]-1. The maximum conversion, equal 
to [1 + 62]-1 • 100% in terms of photons, is reached at the 
same pOint as at 6k = 0 (see Fig. lb). If 6z« 1, then 
the conversion effectiveness remains practically the 
same as in the case of total synchronism (6 = 0). Such a 
weak dependence of the parametric interaction on the 
satisfaction of the conditions of the linear synchronism 
is connected with the phase locking phenomenon. To 
illustrate this, we obtain from (18) the phase differ
ence 0: 

2M'e" 
6=6;;- (If.-If.s) + ('1',-<1',,) = arctg Ii T arctg 1+6'-b'e'I(1-6') (19) 

The dependence of 0 on the coordinate ~ at different 
6 is shown in Fig. 1c. At 6« 1 (curve 1) in the given-
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pump region, a phase difference 90 == 0 is established, 
and the behavior of the system is analogous to its be
havior in the case of total synchronism. With increas
ing 0, we have 90 -1(/2 (curves 2 and 3 of Fig. lc), and 
the effectiveness of the parametric interaction de
creases; the coherent interaction of the field stops, and 
they vary only as a result of the Raman process. 

3. Influence of TPA of the strong pump on the SRS 
of the weak pump 

3.1. We consider the generation of the Stokes com
ponent of weak pump with frequency w1 in the case of 
TPA of the strong pump with frequency w2 : 

2(s):&~fI)t-CJ)iI=(lJaa. (20) 

The equations describing this process are analogous to 
Eqs. (2): 

dClldz=-aIlC,1 c .. I '-a"C,'C,Be'(Olh, 
dC .. ldz=a"C,·'C,e-'(Olh+a"C .. 1 c,1 " 

dC,!dz=-~lIl C,I'C'-~i2C,c .. ·c,·e-'(··)', 
(21) 

where the notation of (3) is used, and (Ok) = kl - kl S - 2k2 • 

At 'lot (wz) I Czl z » 'lot ( w1 ) I C1 C is I, the Raman conversion 
C1 - ClS and the variation of Cz due to the parametric 
interaction can be neglected. We then obtain from (21) 

(22) 

At zero detuning, the solution of the system (22) takes 
the form 

( k, )'I' CIlLf . C'B=C'B'COS.2"+C .. - -sm~, 
k.. CIl. 

CIl. ( k,c )'1. C,=-C ... - -k sin~+C"co8~, 
6)1' I 

(23) 

The solutions (23) are approximately valid so long as 
the strong pump is not absorbed to a value on the order 
of the limiting value of the weak pump. If I ClSO I « I ClO I 
then total conversion of the weak pump into the Stokes 
component takes place over a length 

z.... 1 (exp n _ 1 ) . 
2p"lc •• I' 1'1,"(, 

(24) 

It follows from (24) that at 

to ensure 100% conversion under the conditions of lin
ear synchronism (Ok =0) an absorption of the strong 
pumping by a factor e should take place over length L 
of the active medium. 

3.2. It is impossible to solve the system (21) at an 
arbitrary ratio of the field intensities and at Ok" O. 
However, at I C10 1 1 Czo 1 » 1 C1 so IZ an approximate solu
tion of (21) can be constructed using the equations for 
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the real slow amplitudes A J = C J exp[ - iql J (z)] and the 
phase difference 9 = - 2q1z +qll - qllS + Okz, which are 
given by 

/lA, -;r;- = -AI,(A,A,,+sAz' cos a), 
.' 

/lA., d["" =q .. A, (A,A •• +sA,' cos a), 

dA .. daM -I: =q,A,(sA,'+AIA,Bcosa),. -do =-+W(A"A,.,A,)sina, 
( il ~I Clu 

where 

W(A" A .. , A,) =2q,A IA ,.+sA,' (A18 _q,,~), 
A, A,. 

and 

x (CIl,) 
s=--

% (00,) 

(25) 

(26) 

Inasmuch as AlSO «A 10 and AlSO «A20, it follows that 
in the initial region of the interaction we have 1 Waul z 
»(Ok)z. As shown inUO,11l, in this case phase locking 
of the fields takes place, at which 9== Ok/au W (it is 
easy to establish from (26) that in the given-pump ap
proximation the condition (Ok)z« ~1 WZ is equivalent to 
the condition Oz« 1, see (12». The coefficient W de
creases with changing fields; in the region W(AlJA lS, 
A z) > Ok/au we can put 6== O. £111 The expression ob
tained in this manner from (25) for the conversion 
length to I1-IlS (IJ =A~) takes the form 

where 

{ 2q, [ (/18.)'1. (/IB)'I']} I.-I" exp q; arc sin M. - arc sin M": ' 

M,=q .. /,+/,.=q .. /lO+I. IO• 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

The solution (27) is valid in the region of values sat
isfying the inequality 

IWI 12q,[ ( )]'h 2I .. -M, I I 
= - q,./ .. M,-I" +sl. [ 1 (M I) ]". >16k, 

q~ qu IS t- IS 

and for arbitrary ratios I10/Izo and Ok/Kzz Izo• 

(30) 

3.3. By way of an example, let us estimate the pos
sibility of obtaining radiation in potassium vapor by 
generating a Stokes SRS component from a low-power 
dye laser that is tunable in the range 410-460 nm, see 
Fig. 2 (the Stokes component will be tunable in the 
range 3-15 j.L), in the presence of TPA of the radiation 
of a high-power source with ~=951 nm. The quantities 
'lot(wz) and 'lot(w1 ), calculated in the approximation that the 
levels 4P and 5P take part in the two-photon transitions, 
are respectively equal to 2.2 X 10-23 and 1. 2 x 10-ZZ cm3 

(for ~1 =455 nm and ~lS =9 j.L). At a pressure of 15 torr, 
au =2x 10-5 cgs esu Izo =2. 5x 108 W/cmz, 110 =2. 5x 107 

W / cmz, and It so = 10-6 110 we have Ok'" 1. 25 cm, and the 
Raman-parametric generation in the region (30) en
sures an 11 - 11 s conversion coefficient - 30% in terms 
of photons, 3) the conversion length amounting to 15 cm. 
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21027.0 

A, =951 nm 

o 

27390.1 

(3042.9 

12985.2 

FIG. 2. Generation of weak
pump SRS Stokes component 
in the presence of strong-pump 
TP A in KI vapor. 

In the case of confocal focusing the laser powers needed 
to realize the process are 120 '" 100 kW and llO '" 3 kW. In 
the absence of the A = 951 nm radiation, to obtain an 
analogous conversion the required length of the active 
region of the medium is 600 cm (see the first term in 
the denominator of the integrand of (27», 

III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE 
GENERATION OF STOKES COMPONENTS IN 
BIHARMONIC EXCITATION 

1. We investigated the excitation of Stokes compo
nents of SRS in compressed hydrogen under the influ
ence of isolated and biharmonic pumps. The strong 
pump 12 was the second harmonic of a frequency-stabi
lized single-mode neodymium laser (A2 = 530 nm). The 
pump source 11 was the Stokes SRS component (A1 = 630 
nm) from the 530-nm radiation, formed in a chamber 
with deuterium (Fig, 3a). The 630-nm radiation and 
the unconverted part of the second harmonic were fo
cused into a chamber with hydrogen (pressure 75 atm). 

Hd laser Amplifier IWP SZS-21 D I E3 H ).·=5JIJnm . f--+: ---+---+-~-----+--lt-ll "':":~----ThP' 

a 

STE-l 1\ Cal 
Spectrograph ~F !~.=530nm C] C, L' 

-+----~"-+tf·~~~onm--~M, 

b tA.I=<S6S-S90lnm IR-lnoOlY' i ~M, -. lOr 
I M,(R"'-50'/.) ~ FP , 

. tJ n rl rvp I 
P~\J 0 t==J -~OnPb 

C, ------v"p, 
FIG. 3. Diagram of experimental setups for the investigation 
of SRS with biharmonic pumping. a) Ct-chamber with deu
terium (length 16 cm, pressure 90 atm) , C2-chamber with hy
drogen (length 44 cm, pressure 75 atm), Mt-M3-beam
splitting glass plates, L t-L3-lenses, Calt-Cals-calorimeters, 
Ft-Fs-sets of absorbing and interference light filters; b) <;
cell with rhodamine 6Zh solution in alcohol, C2-chamber with 
hydrogen. 
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;r;~~~:'" 
f Kf + 
~ rt 0 ! _L--'-_'--

o 1 3 q 5 

J 

I"jI}~J 
FIG. 4. Decreaseofthresholdintensity 110 as a function of the 
excess ofthe power of the strong pump 120 over the threshold 
SRS: curves 1 and 2 were calculated for the values (Ij'S)tD1n equal 
to 0.1 and 5 W, respectively. 

The ratio of the pump intensities llO and 120 at the input 
was varied with light filters, The intensity of the 
Stokes component 115 (A15 = 850 nm) was registered with 
a calorimeter having a maximum sensitivity r", 0, 1 W. 

We measured the ratio llO(l')lnlf (ngr is the SRS 
threshold in the absence of the strong pumping 120; 

llO(IT) is the input intensity sufficient for the appear
ance of I1S at a given receiver sensitivity IT) as a func
tion of the quantity 120/ngr. The SRS threshold was 
ngr = 50 kW at the wavelength A2 and nlf '" 5 kW at the 
wavelength A1' 4) An increase of 120 to 150 kW led to the 
decrease of Ito needed to obtain Its >0.1 W by a factor 
5x 103 in comparison with I1gr (/10 -1 W). 

2. To compare the experimental results with theory, 
we calculated the dependences of the "lowering of the. 
SRS threshold, " characterized by the quantity 110/I1lf, 

on the excess 12011~lf of the strong-pump power over the 
threshold value, The calculation was carried out in ac
cordance with the results of Sec, II. The registered 
value of the Stokes component was Irs $ (0. 2-0. 5)/10, 

and then, as follows from Figs. 1a and 1c, it is pos
sible to put in this region 9 = 90 = tan-1 (l5kl ~2/20) = const. 
Inasmuch as in this region 110 cannot be regarded as 
specified, we solved the corresponding equations for 
real amplitudes and obtained the dependence of 11oll~lf 
on 1201ligr for the given value of Irs: 

I" (I), ITs' 
--= __ 1_ sin-' {R cos 6, arc tg be'''' .... }. 
I~~r WtS I;~r 

(31) 

In accordance with the experimental conditions (rNo) 
= 4.5 X 1011 cgs esu, [l3l x 2( w1 ) = X2(W2) '" O. 68' 10-50 cgs 
esu, (l2l 15k = 5. 6 cm-t, (14l L = 5 cm, ngr ", 5. 7 X 108 wi 
cm2, l~lf"'4.4x108 W/cm2, 1150"'/2S0=10-10/10,/20' 90 
'" 1T14. The scatter of the energies of the pulses of the 
initial laser which leads also to a scatter of 11O(A = 630 
nm) was such that the signal registered at A1 S =850 nm 
ranged from 0.1 to 5 W. The corresponding plots of 
-log (/10Inlf) for the registered powers r", 1O-3/~lf(r 
'" 5 W) and IT"" 2 X 10-5 I~~r (IT", 0.1 W) are shown in Fig. 4. 
The experimental pOints of llO/ngr and 12oll~gr lie be
tween the calculated curves. 5) In the investigated case 
we have R =0.8 (see (14» and the asymptotic conver
sion in terms of photons, due to the parametric inter
action, is .Ytph '" 0.9 (see (15), Fig. 1a). The maximum 
conversion coefficient obtained in the experiment was 
-50%. 
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3. To verify that the appearance of the Stokes com
ponent 115 of the weak pump II in the presence of the 
strong pump 12 is due to a parametric process, an ex
periment was set up in which waves with Al and A2 were 
directed in the chamber opposite to each other. Then 
16k 1-1 '" Al and no locking is possible. To this end, the 
weak pump 11 was the backward Stokes SRS radiation 
from Az = 530 nm into H2 (A1 = 680 nm), and the strong 
pump was as before, the second harmonic of a neodym
ium laser A2 = 530 nm. At the same values of 110 as in 
the scheme with the same direction of pump propaga
tion, the Stokes component 115 was not observed even at 
120/I~~ '" 30. 

4. As follows from the theoretical analysis, the de
pendence of the Stokes radiation at the frequency W15 

on the coordinate (or on the power of the strong pump 
at a fixed cell length), can be nonmonotonic if, for ex
ample, R > 1 (Fig. 1a) (in the case of hydrogen this cor
responds to the case when the strong pump is of the 
lower frequency). Then the dependence of the power of 
the Stokes component 115 on the intensity Iz at a fixed 
value of the weak pump II has a sharp maximum. 

To verify this, we performed an experiment in which 
the strong and weak pumps were the radiation of the 
first and second harmonics of a neodymium laser, Al 
= 530 and A2 = 1060 nm. The radiation at the Stokes fre
quencies Y15 = 680 and AZ 5 = 1880 nm and at the anti
Stokes frequency Ala'" 434 nm were registered with cal
orimeters. The SRS thresholds were Il~r '" 30 kW and 
I~~=250 kW, the length of the region of the effective 
interaction was L'" 10 cm, and the wave detuning was 
ok'" 9. 6 cm. [14] The weak pump was varied in the 
range (0.4-0.6m~. The experimental results are 
shown in Fig. 5. The statistical picture of many 

,flashes, shown in Fig. 5, shows reliably the presence 
of a rather sharp maximum in the region of the intensity 
of the strong pump 120 '" 2 I~~, where its coefficient of 
conversion into the Stokes component is .Jl" pb25 '" (20-35)% 
(in terms of photons). The theoretical curve calculated 
for these conditions and 110 "'0. 5n~ by means of formu
las (13) (i. e., without allowance for the Raman inter
action of the weak pump) is also shown in Fig. 5 (curve 
2). The position of the maximum on this curve corre
sponds to .ii' pb2 5'" 28%, which is close to the experimen-

JO 

20 

fO 
oJ 

o 200 fOOD Iz, kW 

FIG. 5. Dependence of the conversion coefficients in terms ofpho
tons, oitpt for the Stokes components of the strong 125 (curve 2) 
and weak 115 (curve l-calculated) pumps and of the anti-Stokes 
component (curve 3) of the weak pump vs the power 12 of the 
strong pump; 110 =(0.4 -0.6)'1:~~ ~-lla. 0-115 , 0-125 , 
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FIG. 6. Spectrograms of the radiation at the exit from the 
chamber with hydrogen exposed to the second harmonic of a 
neodymium laser and a broad-band or narrow-band tunable 
rhodamine laser. The explanation is in the text (see Sec. III). 

tally observed position. 

The very presence of a sharp maximum indicates 
that the FPI plays a decisive role in the generation of 
the stokes component of the weak pump even at 110 

"'0.5Il~. At these values of 110, the behavior of the 
anti-Stokes component Ia differs significantly from that 
of the Stokes component (curve 3 of Fig. 5), and in the 
same interval of the intensities I zo the anti-Stokes com
ponent is much weaker than the Stokes component, 
which is in agreement with the results of the theoretical 
analysis (see Sec. II, subsection 1). It appears that 
this is aided also by the six-photon interaction with 
simultaneous participation of the Stokes and anti-Stokes 
waves from the weak pump. It is qualitatively Clear 
that the latter should lead to an even larger decrease of 
the growth rate of the anti-Stokes component in com
parison with the Stokes component, owing to the trans
fer of the energy 110 into 115 , 

5. The processes described above are not very crit
ical to the wave detuning, so that ,it is possible to ob
tain conversion of broad-band or tunable weak pumping. 
We have performed an experiment on the conversion of 
dye-laser radiation into the stokes and anti-Stokes re
gions. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3b. 
The dye-laser radiation (rhodamine 6Zh goes directly 
together with the second harmonic of the neodymium 
laser into a chamber with hydrogen. The spectra at 
the exit from the chamber were registered with an 
STE-1 spectrograph and are shown in Fig. 6. Figures 
6a and 6b show spectrograms obtained respectively in 
the absence and in the presence of SRS of the strong 
pump. In the absence of the A2 = 530 nm radiation, the 
threshold of the SRS at A1'" 575 nm (AA'" 20 nm) was 
- 500 kW. The spectra in Figs. 6a and 6b were obtained 
in P1 -10 kW, Pz'" 500 kW (P~hr '" 50 kW). 

Figure 6c shows the spectrum at the exit of the cham
ber with hydrogen at a radiation with AA'" 2 nm (PI'" 10 
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kW), while Fig. 6d shows the same but with the dye
laser wavelength tuned with the aid of a Fabry-Perot 
resonator. When the frequency of the rhodamine laser 
was varied in the range 562-585 nm, the anti-Stokes 
and Stokes radiation was tuned in the ranges 455-469 
and 737 -773 nm. As follows from the spectrograms, 
the efficiency of the conversion of the weak pumping is 
of the order of 50% in energy. 

We thank R. V. Khokhlov for interest in the work and 
estimating the discussion, and also S. A. Akhmanov, V. 
S. Butylkin, Yu. P. D'yakov, Yu. A. Il'inskii, and D. 
N. Klyshko for fruitful discussions of the results. 

IlThe increments "1,2 were given in[21 for the case K 22 »KI1 . 
2lExpressions for C2S and Cia can be easily obtained from (6) 

and (7) by making the substitutions KI1 -Ktt(WI, WI.), 
K I2 --KI2{W2' WI.) and CI.-CI.*. 

3lThe solution of the transcendental equation (30) and the cal
culation of the integral (27) were carried out with a computer. 

4)The difference between the threshold intensities cannot be 
explained by the frequency dependence of the cross sections 
of the spontaneous Raman scattering, and is apparently con
nected with the somewhat different geometry of the beams of 
the slow and weak pumps under the experimental conditions. 

5)Curves 1 and 2 (Fig. 4) were obtained 1n[1I by an approximate 
calculation in the phase-locking regions (see Sec. III, sub
section 3), i. e., under the assumption (J "" 0 and li« 1. 
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The process of resonance exchange of two electrons in an atom-ion collision is considered. At large 
internuclear distances the process proceeds mainly as a superposition of two inelastic transitions for each 
separate electron. A substantial contribution to the charge exchange is also made by parallel electron 
transitions in which the energy of each electron does not change. For the purpose of computing the 
probability of these transitions, the asymptotic behavior of the wave function resulting from the 
simultaneous removal of two electrons from the atom is investigated. 

PACS numbers: 34.60.+z 

1. The probability of resonance charge exchange of 
any number of electrons in a colliSion between an atom 
and its multiply charged ion can be computed if the 
spacing between the energy terms of the even and odd
with respect to the interchange of the nuclei-states is 
known. [ll At collision velocities lower than the orbital 
velocities of the bound electrons, the transition occurs 
at large interatomic distances, so that it is necessary 
to know the asymptotically exact value of the term 
spacing. This spacing exponentially decreases as the 
atoms move away from each other. 

The term spacing for a two-electron exchange was 
earlier computed in the papers[2,3l and estimated in[4l. 
In[2] the computation was carried out, using unper
turbed atomic wave functions, i. e., according to the 
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Heitler-London scheme. In[3.4l it is pointed out that, 
in order to obtain the asymptotic form of the term split
ting for large internuclear distances, it is necessary 
to construct the correct wave function of the outer 
atomic electron in the vicinity of the perturbing ion. 

In[3.4l the contribution made by the crossover transi
tions to the splitting is investigated: An electron from 
the outer (inner) orbit of the atom a crosses to an inner 
(outer) orbit of the atom b. These transitions are in
elastic for each separate electron (the transition of both 
electrons as a whole is elastic). The dominant contri
bution to the transition probability is made here by the 
configuration in which the electrons move apart on dif
ferent nuclei, and the independent electron approxima
tion as a zeroth approximation is valid. [3.5-7] Inelastic 
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